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Lake Belton Gym Procedures 
 
Lake Belton High School   Capacity: Home 425      Visitor 230 
9809 FM 2483 
Temple, TX 76502 
 
Ticket Price  

Adult - $3   
Student - $2 (with student ID) 

 

Game Specifics: 
- Masks required at all times inside BISD Facilities.  

 
- Spectators will be screened before entering facilities. (screening 

questions) 
 

- All seats are going to be General Admission and will be sold on site (cash). 
 

- We will not have a hard ceiling on number of tickets to be sold so that we 
can seat as many fans in the stands for each game. 

 
- We will have 2 people selling tickets (Home / Visitor) and will have 

different color tickets.   
 
- There will be counters at the Home/Visitor entrances to tally number of 

people in the gym on each side.  (If someone goes to the restroom / 
concession stand, they will be subtracted and can only reenter if we are 
under capacity.) 

 
- We are going to encourage parents to give up their seats following their 

athletes game.  (we will not be clearing the gym) 
 

- Parents that would like to see their athlete following the game must do so 
outside of the facility.  We are going to push people outside following 
games and not loitering in the foyer.   

 
- We will be contacting opponents the week of our game to see what the 

plans are for sub varsities following the game.  We will need to know if 
they are staying so that we can account for them in the number of fans. 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Ty Pattrick 
Assistant Athletic Director 
Belton ISD 
254-215-2091 
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